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These magnetic

pulsations act in turn upon the steel wire

as it passes along in front of the poles, and mag
netize it transversely; each ,part of the steel wire thus
preserves its part of the magnetization, which depends

upon the strength of the flux at that instant. The
magnetic trace upon the wire thus corresponds exactly
to the original sound waves. It l'emains only to rfl

rapidly rotated.
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The Majert Accumulator.

The illustration

A new type of accumulator,.pesigned by Dr. Majert,
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negative plates are of the Faure type with lead grid
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In

this case an electric motor is used, connected with the
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and the ends are sharpened and slightly curved on the
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,obtained; however, to realize these advantages, a great

rounded by electro-magnets about.! inch long, wound
with fine wire.
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Mr. Walters intends to pursue' his inves

tilted back in the direction of the arrow;

ti�ations in Java and will arrive in that
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